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Abstract The availability of data sources and advances in analytics

and artificial intelligence offers the opportunity for organizations
to develop new data-driven products, services and business
models. Though, this process is challenging for traditional
organizations, as it requires knowledge and collaboration from
several disciplines such as data science, domain experts, or
business perspective. Furthermore, it is challenging to craft a
meaningful value proposition based on data; whereas existing
research can provide little guidance. To overcome those
challenges, we conducted a Design Science Research project to
derive requirements from literature and a case study, develop a
collaborative visual tool and evaluate it through several
workshops with traditional organizations. This paper presents
the Data Product Canvas, a tool connecting data sources with
the user challenges and wishes through several intermediate
steps. Thus, this paper contributes to the scientific body of
knowledge on developing data-driven business models, products
and services.
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1

Introduction

The business models of many of today's most valuable firms, such as Google,
Amazon, or Uber are heavily relying on data, analytics and artificial intelligence
(Seibert and Gründinger, 2018). Likewise, data and analytics hold the potential for
business model innovation in traditional organizations. But, “Much less has been
written about how, exactly, companies should get started with [using artificial
intelligence in business innovation]” (Agrawal et al., 2018).
Difficulties in developing data-driven services are the lack of a structured value
proposition and a limited understanding of customer benefits inside the organization
(Bertoncello et al., 2018). This means, before starting to develop data-driven
offerings, organizations must identify a data product that meets a need from the
market (Davenport and Kudyba, 2016). Furthermore, developing data-driven
services is a collaborative task, involving knowledge and stakeholders from different
disciplines such as data scientists, domain experts and business people. Currently,
there are only a few data-focused tools and methods available to support the
innovation process (Fruhwirth et al., 2020). Thus, we address the following research
question in this paper: How could a visual representation facilitate collaboration and idea
generation for data-driven service ideas for non-data experts?
In this paper, we propose the Data Product Canvas (DPC), a visual artifact that
intends to support the process of developing a data-driven business model, and
particularly considers the development of a structured value proposition,
understanding of customer needs, and aims to support the necessary
interdisciplinary communication. We have developed the DPC in a Design Science
Research (DSR) process and present both its development and evaluation in the
context of four workshops with practitioners from established organizations. In the
evaluation, we studied the (perceived) usefulness and acceptance of the DPC, its
actual usage as well as the generated outcome.
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Conceptual Background

2.1

Data-Driven Business Models, Services and Products
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The concept of a business model (BM) basically »describes the rationale how an
organization creates, delivers and captures value« (Osterwalder and Pigneur, 2010,
p. 14). Data is nowadays often used as a key resource in new BMs to deliver value
to customers, so-called »data-driven business models« (Hartmann et al., 2016). One
central dimension of a BM is the value proposition. Osterwalder and Pigneur (2010,
p. 22) describe the value proposition as »the bundle of products and services that
create value for a specific customer segment«. The focus of this BM element is how
an organization satisfies customer needs, solves customer's problems, and shows
what services and products are offered (Augenstein et al. 2018). The value
proposition of a BM can be infused by data and analytics (Schüritz and Satzger,
2016), leading to new data-driven services. Data-driven services use »data and
analytics to support the decision-making process of the customer via data and
analytics-based features and experiences in form of a stand-alone offering or
bundled with an existing product or service« (Schüritz et al., 2019, p.4). Chen et al.
(2011) distinguish between two basic types of such service offerings: »Data-as-aService« and »Analytics-as-a-Service«. The former describes how data as an asset is
offered, whereas the latter comprises offerings that enable customers to analyze large
data sets. Next to data-driven services also the concept of »data products« emerged
by practitioners (e.g., Glassberg Sands, 2018), as a subset of services. Specifically,
data products help their users to make better decisions and formulate customer
benefit (Tempich, 2019). The users of a data product can be internal or external
customers. To deliver economic value for the product owner, a proper business
model is required. The bottom line of those concepts, what we further refer to data
products, is that data and analytics are used by a service provider to deliver value to
a customer or data user (whereas the customer can be internal or external) to solve
a customer problem, specifically supporting his decision-making process via a data
product.
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Collaborative Visual Tools for Designing Business Models

Individuals and organizations can be supported in the process of developing new
business models through tools and methods (Schneider and Spieth, 2013). Visual
tools help to communicate a firm’s business model or stimulating collaborative
innovation and idea generation (Osterwalder and Pigneur, 2010). There exist a
variety of general tools, such as the Business Model Canvas (Osterwalder and
Pigneur 2010). Furthermore, there exist also specialized representations for specific
business model elements, such as the Value Proposition Canvas (Osterwalder et al.,
2014) or specific types of business models (e.g., characterized through the type of
key resource), supporting general representations of business models (Kühne and
Böhmann, 2019). There is a lack of sufficient tools supporting the development of
products and services based on data and analytics (Fruhwirth et al., 2020).
3

Method – Design Science Research

To develop the Data Product Canvas, we conducted a Design Science Research
project to develop a new and innovative artifact that helps to solve the real-world
problem of generating ideas for data products. We followed the iterative DSR
process of Peffers et al. (2007) consisting of six phases as shown in Figure 1: problem
identification and motivation; objectives of a solution; design and development;
demonstration; evaluation; and communication. The introduction section of this
paper addresses the »problem identification and motivation phase«. The second
phase, »objectives of a solution«, consists of determining the requirements for
developing data products from literature (Sect. 4). The third phase, »design and
development«, focuses on how to transfer the requirements into a visual
representation (Sec. 5). In the fourth phase of the DSR process, »demonstration«,
we apply the developed representation within a pilot setting at a company to
demonstrate its applicability (Sect. 4.1). In the fifth phase, »evaluation«, we evaluate
the artifact for its usefulness and ease of use within workshops of different
organizations (Sect. 6). The last phase »communication« is accomplished via this
paper among others.
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(1) Problem
Identification and
Motivation

(2) Objectives of a
Solution

(3) Design and
Development

(4) Demonstration

(5) Evaluation

(6) Communication

Problem observed in a
DSR case study and
verified through
literature.

Deriving requirements
from case study and
literature on data-driven
innovations.

Transferring the
requirements into an
artifact design: the Data
Product Canvas, a
collaborative visual tool.

Applying the artifact in a
pilot setting to show its
applicability.

Evaluating the
usefulness, observing the
interactions with the
artifact and the outcome
in 4 workshops with
organizations

Publication writing,
publicly providing the
artifact via website,
offering it to
organizations.

Figure 1: The DSR approach employed in this study (adapted from Peffers et al., 2007).

4

Requirements

4.1

Practical Requirements and Motivation

We have identified the problem within a broader DSR study (Fruhwirth et al., 2019)
where the goal was to support a large automotive organization in innovating new
data-driven business models. In this study, a one-day workshop with an external
consultant organization and 12 participants, where two of the authors also
participated, was conducted in 2018 to generate new business ideas based on data.
Participants had positions in product management, research management or
business development. We observed the need for a visual representation to structure
and communicate data-related business ideas during the workshop. After three
rounds of open ideation sessions with sticky notes, a generic template was used to
further elaborate selected ideas in detail in small groups. The outcome of the
workshop was a broad range of »digital business ideas«. Reflecting on the process
and the outcome made it clear that especially traditional organizations that now want
to go into the direction of data business need clear and structured guidance at the
beginning of the innovation process to formulate and communicate business ideas
with data. This observation served as the motivation and starting point for this
research to develop a visual tool supporting idea generation. After the design phase,
the tool was used to structure 21 data-related ideas from the case company. The
analysis revealed that the user pains and benefits were not clear in most of the
existing ideas, underpinning the need for such a collaborative visual tool supporting
idea generation for data-driven services.
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Theoretical Requirements for Developing Data-Driven Services

In order to elaborate design requirements for an artifact that aims to solve the
problem of collaboratively developing ideas for data products, we reviewed existing
literature on developing data-driven services, products and business models.
Identifying the required data sources is one crucial step within the exploration phase
of data-driven innovations (Davenport and Kudyba, 2016; Kayser et al., 2019;
Kronsbein and Mueller, 2019). Data can originate from different sources (e.g.,
internal information systems or free available sources (Hartmann et al., 2016)) or can
be classified through different types (e.g. what the data is about (Hunke et al. 2019)
or the format of the data (Kayser et al., 2019)). Beyond the diversity of data sources,
there is also the challenge of insufficient shared data understanding within an
organization when different roles and departments interact or work with the same
data (Mathis and Köbler, 2016; Kayser et al., 2019). Making data visible is considered
as one approach to address this issue to facilitate discussions for data-driven
innovations (Kühne et al., 2019; Kayser et al., 2019). Thus, we frame the first design
requirement (DR) for our artifact as follows: DR-1: The necessary data sources for the data
service should be visualized on a conceptual level to facilitate a shared understanding.
Data itself often has no value for the user. Value is derived from data through the
application of analytical methods to generate insights. There are different types of
analytics methods for data products (Hunke et al., 2019); such methods can cluster,
correlate, recommend, or search data to create meaningful insights that have
potential value for data users. The organization should know which tools and
methods are appropriate and necessary to generate insights from the data as well as
how to interpret the data (Dremel et al., 2017; Kühne and Böhmann, 2019).
Therefore, we articulate the second design requirement: DR-2: The required data
analytics methods and activities to generate insights from data should be visible in the artifact
representation.
The aim of using data and analytics by the service provider is to support the data
users' decision-making process with the intent to create value for the customer
(Schüritz et al., 2019). This means a proper fit between available data sources and
user needs is vital for a compelling value proposition (Mathis and Köbler, 2016).
Thus, beyond data analytics, data product development also requires customer
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intimacy and customer understanding (Wixom and Schüritz, 2017). Service design
in general starts from the user perspective, meaning understanding the tasks (»job to
be done«), challenges and wishes of the user and map them to the value offering
(Osterwalder et al., 2014). Specifically, developing data products requires to bring
together the business (customer understanding) and data world (Glassberg Sands,
2018; Mathis and Köbler, 2016) to create a meaningful solution. Thus, we articulate
the third design requirement: DR-3: The pains, wishes and needs of data users that could be
addressed by the data product should be visualized to create a meaningful solution.
The aim of designing data products is to solve the user’s problems and address his
wishes and needs. However, the provider alone is only creating potential value
through the data service and the provider together with the customer is creating real
value (Schüritz et al., 2019) through the usage of the data product in the decisionmaking process of the user. This relates to the concept, that information itself has
no value; value results only from its usage (Moody and Walsh, 1999). As the user is
at the center of the innovation process, the aspired value for the user should be
described (Kronsbein and Mueller, 2019). To understand as an innovation team, how
the data product creates what value for the customer through its usage, we articulate
the fourth design requirement: DR-4: The resulting value in use of the data product for the
data user should be conceptualized.
The development model of Davenport and Kudyba (2016) also covers the
presentation of the data product. The presentation can have different forms,
depending on the level of co-creation between provider and user: In the simplest
form, a provider can deliver data through reports, dashboards or APIs, or in more
sophisticated form through alerts or benchmarks or even automated decisions
(Schüritz et al., 2019). A visual representation should also incorporate that view, i.e.
to specify what is exchanged between the provider and the user. Thus, we articulate
our fifth design requirement: DR-5: The type of presentation of the data product should be
visualized to conceptualize the data product.
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4.3

Existing Visual Representations for Developing Data Products

After deriving a set of requirements for an artifact that aims at providing a solution
to the given problem, we check the requirements against existing visual
representations to justify that there is an actual need for a new artifact. We conducted
a structured literature review (Fruhwirth et al., 2020), to identify existing visual
representations for data-driven innovations in the literature and added three more
representations that were published after our search and selection process.
Table 1: Comparison of existing tools based on the identified requirements.

AI Canvas (Agrawal et al., 2018)
Data Canvas (Mathis and Köbler 2016)
Data Collection Map (Kayser et al., 2019)
Data-Driven Business Value Matrix
(Breitfuß et al., 2019)
Data Innovation Board (Kronsbein and
Mueller 2019)
Data Insight Generator (Kühne and
Böhmann 2019)
Data Value Map (Nagle and Sammon 2017)
Key Activity Canvas (Hunke et al., 2020)
(Hunke and Schüritz 2019)

DR-1
Data
Sources

DR-2
Analytics
Methods

DR-3
User
Wishes

DR-4
User
Benefits

DR-5
Data
Product




()


-

()
-

-

-



-





-










-


-


-

We checked the representations if they meet the five derived requirements, as shown
in Table 1. As our review of previous research shows, no artifact has yet sufficiently
solved the problem based on the identified requirements. Specifically, few visual
tools incorporate the perspective of connecting data with the user challenges as well
as conceptualizing the presentation of the data product.
5

Artifact Description – The Data Product Canvas

To overcome the gap of previous visual tools with data as a specific lense to support
the collaborative development of data products, we developed the Data Product
Canvas, which is shown in Figure 2. The DPC consists of seven elements: the name
of the data product and the name of the customer addressed, highlighting the dyadic
view of the provider and customer sphere. On a second level, the artifact consists
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of five vertical columns with the elements »data sources«, »data analytics« and »data
product« in the provider sphere and »user benefits« and »pains and gains« in the
customer sphere. For each element, an icon, a trigger question and illustrative
examples are provided. The DPC can be used when an organization in an initiation
phase aims to develop ideas for a data product. The canvas is used in a workshop
setting with an interdisciplinary team of data scientists, domain experts and
management.
The Data Product Canvas
What is the name of our data product?

For whom do we create our data analytics solution? Who is our customer?

We create the data analytics solution …
Data Sources
What data sources do we need
to create customer value?

Examples: from our customers, partners
or suppliers, from data providers or data
marketplaces, from public available
sources, …

Analytics
With which data analytics
methods do we generate
insights from the data?

Examples: classification, regression,
descriptive statistics, …

… for the following customers and users …
Data Product
In which form do we provide
the data service to our users
and customers?

Examples: report, dashboard, API, raw
data, KPI, software function, web
element, …

Customer Benefit

Pains and Gains

What added value and what
advantages does the data
service generate for our users
and customers?

What wishes, problems and
challenges do our customers
and users have?

Examples: information gain, customer
of customer satisfaction, reputation…

Examples: undesired costs, undesired
situations or risks, …

Icons made by Freepik from www.flaticon.com

Figure 2: The Data Product Canvas

6

Artifact Evaluation

To complete our DSR project, we have to »observe and measure« (Peffers et al.,
2007) how well our artifact supports the design of data products. This involves
comparing the objectives of our solution with the observed results from the usage
of the artifact (Peffers et al., 2007). In order to do so, we used workshops as an
evaluation method (Thoring et al., 2020) to observe the usage of the artifact in cases
of idea generation for data-driven business models. We have carried out four
workshops with company representatives who are involved in ongoing processes of
identifying and concretizing opportunities for data-driven business in their
respective companies. Workshop attendance was between 6 and 18 participants;
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group work in workshops was carried out in groups of 3-6 participants. Each
workshop serves as a case for studying the Data Product Canvas in this paper. Table
2 gives an overview of the evaluation settings, describing the participants, duration
and date of each workshop.
Table 2: Overview of evaluation settings of the Data Product Canvas.
Case
A

B

C

D

Description of participants
Representatives from green technology
firms (e.g., general managers, engineers,
innovation managers)
Product, innovation, R&D manager and
data scientist from an engineering
company
IT-manager, data scientist and domain
experts from a manufacturing company
(e.g., quality, supply chain management
or manufacturing)
Representatives from green technology
firms (e.g., innovation, engineering,
management)

Number of
Participants
14 participants (4
groups of 3-4
participants each)

Duration

Date

~60 min

Mar.
2019

6 participants (one
group)

~120 min

Aug.
2019

11 participants (3
groups of 4-6
participants each) 1

~60 min

Oct.
2019

18 participants (3
groups of 6 people)

~120 min

Feb.
2020

In order to increase the validity of the evaluation, we used data from different
evaluation methods within the workshops, thus facilitating data triangulation: (i)
Observations and notes: We were taking field notes during workshop, observing and
documenting the participants' behavior and their interaction with the artifact. (ii)
Interviews and group discussion: Participants were asked feedback questions directly after
the workshop about the usefulness and ease of use. (iii) Pictures: We have
documented the outcome (i.e., the filled canvas) of each workshop through pictures,
thus enabling a content analysis of the developed ideas. The goal of each workshop
setting was to conceptualize an idea for a data product. An initial idea was already
provided in each case by the organization beforehand. In cases A, B and C the
available data sources were already collected in a prior workshop. In each case, one
researcher introduced the canvas and gave initial instructions, whereas a second
researcher was observing the participants and taking notes.

1

Workshops were conducted consecutively; two participants participated in all three workshops.
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Overall, the DPC was perceived as useful by all groups and participants. An ITmanager in evaluation case C stated that the canvas was very effective to describe a
data use case within a one-hour meeting. He didn’t expect to be so fast. A participant
in case A mentioned that this representation helps to organize the problem: »You
see very quickly where to focus: What do you want? What does the customer want?«
(participant in case A, group 2). Furthermore, identifying the user was perceived as
a necessary but challenging task: »It took us quite a long time to figure out who our
customers were, only then could we continue with the right elements [of the canvas]«
(participant in case A, group 2). A data scientist in case C reported after the
workshop that they are already using the canvas in their daily work in collaboration
with other departments. Similarly, the organization of case B is considering including
the canvas into their portfolio of innovation tools.
We have observed different sequences, how the participants filled out the canvas
fields. For instance, one group in case A started with the data sources and ended
with thinking about what they have to analyze (referring to »Analytics« column).
Participants also noted that it was difficult to decide with what column to start. The
majority of groups started from the left (»Data Sources«). This approach of using
the canvas seems intuitive although no specific starting point was intended through
the design. On the other hand, we have observed that participants found it easier to
generate a data product idea when starting from the user perspective. Reflecting on
all four evaluation settings, we derived the hypothesis that thinking about pains and
benefits should be one of the first steps. Thus a further improvement of the canvas
should provide guidance where to start.
We have also observed some termination problems: The difference between the
category »Benefit« and the category »Pains and Gains« was not clear for several
participants in all four cases. There was, for instance, the feedback from one
participant that is was not clear what to fill into the column »Benefit«, as the
information was in their perception already included in »Data Product« or »Pains
and Gains«. Thus, a further improved version of the canvas and workshop format
should further clarify those two concepts.
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7

Conclusion

This paper presents the Data Product Canvas, a theory-inspired artifact based on
requirements derived from literature. We have evaluated the usefulness and ease of
use through several workshops with organizations. Overall, our evaluations show
that the Data Product Canvas is well perceived, usable and of benefit for
organizations and interdisciplinary teams that are initiating a data-driven innovation.
The canvas design is the main contribution of this study. Furthermore, we consider
the presented artifact as an additional contribution to the knowledge base in the field
of data-driven business models and data product development.
Based on the results and contributions of this study, we see a broad range of
opportunities for further research. First, the artifact could be further evaluated using
quantitative measurement instruments. Second, further studies could combine the
Data Product Canvas with other visual representation, where on the one hand the
DPC could provide valuable input for other tools such as the Business Model
Canvas (Osterwalder and Pigneur, 2010), or on the other hand, other tools provide
information and input for the DPC, such as the Data Collection Map (Kayser et al.,
2019) or the Value Proposition Canvas (Osterwalder et al., 2014); and overall
contributing to a toolbox for developing data-driven services (Fruhwirth et al.,
2020). Third, further research could also derive different characteristics for each
dimension of the DPC, serving as examples and creativity support during
exploration and ideation workshops. Forth, further research could have a deeper look
at the mental process and the sequence of filling out the fields of the canvas. Fifth,
further research could also study the role of the canvas as a boundary object and
how it facilitates shared understanding between different stakeholders.
This research has two limitations: Firstly, the DPC evaluation is not comparative; we,
therefore, cannot state whether or how much it is better than any other artifact for
supporting the development of data products. On the other hand, the present
evaluations have high ecological validity, as they supported exactly the target group
in their ongoing tasks, namely company representatives responsible for identifying
data-driven opportunities, and developing them in their respective companies who
participate in the workshops because this is currently a task for them. Secondly, a large
part of the workshop evaluation is based on observations and hence the results
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might show a bias towards the expectation of the researchers, who are also the
designers of the canvas, that the intervention works (confirmation bias).
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